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The Influence of Fiber Geometry and Orientation Angle
on Filtration Performance

KunWang and Haibo Zhao
State Key Laboratory of Coal Combustion, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan,

Hubei, People’s Republic of China

In this article, the particle filtration processes of five
noncircular fibers with triangular, quatrefoil, trilobal, rectangular,
and elliptical cross-sections were numerically investigated, and the
pressure drop, capture efficiency, and quality factor due to three
main capture mechanisms (diffusion, interception, and inertial
impaction) were calculated. By comparing the results with circular
fiber, which has the same volume fraction as the five noncircular
fibers, the following results can be found. The diffusional capture
efficiency, which is highly dependent on the superficial area of
fibers, is almost independent of the orientation angle for all fibers.
For the quatrefoil, trilobal, and elliptical fibers, as the aspect ratio
of component ellipse increases, the capture range also increases, as
does the capture efficiency due to three different mechanisms.
When considering submicron particles with medium size, which
are difficult to capture with circular fibers (especially when
dominated by the interception mechanism), triangle and trilobal
fibers have higher capture efficiency when the orientation angle is
0� and 60�, respectively. The quality factors of these fibers due to
the three capture mechanisms were also investigated in this article.
The triangular and rectangular fibers placed horizontally perform
better for intermediate and high-inertia particles, and the elliptical
fiber placed horizontally shows an advantage in capturing small
particles with strong Brownian diffusion.

1. INTRODUCTION

Compared with a traditional electrostatic precipitator, filtra-

tion has the advantage of higher capture efficiency of submi-

cron particles. Fiber filtration is involved in complicated

particle-flow-fiber interactions and various particle capture

mechanisms (Brownian diffusion, interception, inertial impac-

tion, electrostatic attraction, gravitational settling, and so on).

Over the past 50 years, many researchers have investigated

the filtration process of filters composed of cylindrical fibers

through theoretical analysis, numerical simulation, and

experimental measurement (Brown 1993). Some analytical/

semiempirical/empirical expressions for the capture efficiency

and drag force (pressure drop) of circular cross-section fibers

were proposed. Such studies include, but are not limited to,

the analytical solution of flow filed around a circle of Kuwa-

bara (1959) and Happel (1959), the pressure drop (dimension-

less drag force) of Kirsch and Fuchs (1967), capture

efficiencies due to Brownian diffusion, interception, and iner-

tial impaction of Stechkina and Fuchs (1966), Kirsch and

Fuchs (1968), Stechkina et al. (1969), Lee and Liu (1981),

Lee and Liu (1982), and Liu and Wang (1997).

With the recent advancements in fiber manufacturing tech-

nology, the production of synthetic fibers with various cross-

sections, such as square, rectangle, ellipse, quatrefoil, triangle,

and trilobal, is becoming increasingly viable. Relatively, there

are very few studies on the pressure drop and capture effi-

ciency of noncircular fibers. Nearly all of these studies are

based on theoretical analysis and numerical simulation. Brown

(1984) first investigated the flow fields and pressure drop of

parallel square multifibers. Fardi and Liu (1992a,b) investi-

gated the pressure drop of rectangular fiber and the capture

efficiency dominated by Brownian diffusion and interception

for the first time. Wang (1996) used the eigenfunction expan-

sion and domain decomposition method to study the Stokes

flow fields around multilayer rectangular fibers and proposed

an empirical formula to calculate the drag force of single

square cross-section fiber. Adamiak (1999) used the finite ele-

ment method to analyze the capture process of square fiber in

an electric field and explored the influence of Stokes number,

Reynolds number, and the quantity of electric charge on a par-

ticle’s motion and capture efficiency. Ouyang and Liu (1998)

analyzed the flow fields and pressure drop of rectangular fiber

by solving the biharmonic equation of stream function for vari-

ous fiber aspect ratios and packing density under continuum

and slip boundary conditions. Zhu et al. (2000) focused on the

filtration process of rectangular cross-section fiber dominated

by the inertial impaction mechanism. Dhaniyala (1999) inves-

tigated the dimensionless drag force of three-dimensional

square cross-section multifibers using a finite volume approach
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and evaluated the effects of interfiber distance and packing

density distribution on the drag force. Cao et al. (2004) numer-

ically studied the trajectory and capture efficiency of neutral/

singly charged particles through the staggered parallel rectan-

gular charged fibers, considering the effects of aspect ratio of

rectangular fiber on filtration. Cheung et al. (2005) simulated

the filtration efficiency and particle loading process of electret

split type rectangular fibers.

In terms of elliptical fibers, there are limited studies on the

flow fields, capture efficiency, and pressure drop. Here we

quote the studies of Raynor (2002) and Kirsh (2011) for flow

fields and pressure drop and Raynor (2008), Regan and Raynor

(2009) and Wang et al. (2012b) for diffusional and intercep-

tive efficiencies of single elliptical fiber. Recently, Wang et al.

(2014) in our research group obtained a series of empirical cor-

rection factors for the pressure drop and capture efficiency of

elliptical fiber from the existing formulas of circular fiber.

Other noncircular fibers have rarely been studied in terms

of flow fields, capture efficiency, and pressure drop. Lamb and

Costanza (1980) examined the capture efficiency of fibers hav-

ing three or four lobes through a theoretical analysis and

experimental methods and proved that their filtration perfor-

mance was better than that of circular fiber. Sanchez et al.

(2007) compared the collection efficiency of coal fly ash par-

ticles and the pressure drop of trilobal polyimide fibers with

circular polyester fibers through experimental measurements

and discovered that the collection efficiency of polyimide fiber

filters is higher than that of polyester, and the pressure drop

showed an opposite variation. Hosseini and Tafreshi (2011)

investigated numerically the effects of fibers’ cross-sectional

shape (circle, square, trilobal, and ellipse) on the performance

of a fibrous filter in the slip (nanofibers) and no-slip (microfib-

ers) flow regimes. They found that fiber geometry is more sen-

sitive to pressure drop rather than capture efficiency. Inagaki

et al. (2001) numerically and experimentally studied the diffu-

sional collection efficiency of I-, Y-, and H-shaped fibers.

However, their numerical method could not address the inter-

ception filtration problems.

All these works that referred to noncircular fibers proved

that the fibers’ cross-sectional shape has a significant influence

on the pressure drop and capture efficiency of the fibrous filter.

Generally speaking, fibers with a noncircular cross-section

could offer a larger surface area per unit volume than the cir-

cular fibers that are usually used, and thus, have performance

advantages in the capture efficiency of submicron particles

over circular fibers. On one hand, noncircular fibers usually

have less streamlined shapes and exhibit much larger drag

forces than circular fibers. Although these existing studies,

which are usually based on complicated calculations or simu-

lations, could understand the filtration feature of one type of

noncircular fiber, comparative study among various noncircu-

lar fibers to achieve a rational design for fiber geometry is

rare. On the other hand, not only the shape of the cross-section

but also the fiber arrangement (e.g., orientation angle of the

cross-section to the incoming air flow) influences the capture

efficiency and pressure drop as well as the quality factor.

Therefore, there is an opportunity to rationalize the shape and

orientation angle of the cross-section of noncircular fibers to

achieve an optimal performance of fiber filtration in different

operating conditions. To the best of our knowledge, there is no

study that considers the comprehensive influence of the fiber’s

cross-sectional shape and orientation angle on the filtration

performance of differentially sized particles dominated by var-

ious capture mechanisms (Brownian diffusion, interception,

and inertial impaction here). It is the main objective of this

study.

Our group (Wang et al. 2012a, 2013) has established a Lat-

tice Boltzmann-Cellular Automata (LB-CA) probabilistic

model for particle-laden flows. By computing the probability

of movement of solid particles on the same regular lattices as

fluid, we can quantitatively describe the detailed motion of

particles under the combined effects of drag force and Brow-

nian diffusion. In terms of the fluid, we adopted the conven-

tional Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) to obtain the flow

fields. The outstanding advantages of the LBM, compared

with general numerical methods include its simple and clear

physical pictures, inherent parallelism, and high capability to

address complex boundary conditions, making it particularly

suitable for describing the filtration of noncircular fibers with,

for example, a trilobal cross-section. In the previous work, we

have used the LB-CA probabilistic model to simulate the parti-

cle filtration process of elliptical fiber (Wang et al. 2014). In

the current study, we use the same LB-CA model to simulate

the filtration processes of four noncircular fibers with triangu-

lar, rectangular, trilobal, and quatrefoil cross-sections. The

details of the LB-CA model are not shown here. The capture

efficiency, pressure drop, and quality factor of the four noncir-

cular fibers with different orientation angles and aspect ratios

are simulated to explore and compare the influences of the

fibers’ geometry and arrangement on these important filtration

parameters. The simulation results of elliptical fiber filtration

are not repeatedly presented here, however the elliptical fiber

case is compared with other cases to gain a comprehensive

understanding of the filtration feature of these noncircular

fibers. The fundamental study can serve as the basis of the

design and optimization of fibrous filters.

This article is organized as follows. First, the calculation

conditions, including the fibers’ arrangements, computational

domain, boundary conditions, and particle properties, are pre-

sented in Section 1. In Section 2, we show the simulation

results of the capture efficiency and pressure drop of four non-

circular fibers (triangular, rectangular, trilobal, and quatrefoil).

These capture efficiencies and pressure drops are compared

with those of circular fibers to examine their advantages and

disadvantages relative to regular circular fibers. In Section 3,

as a general and comprehensive filtration performance index,

the quality factors (or the figure of merit) of five noncircular

fibers are calculated and compared with each other. From these
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comparisons, it is possible to conclude which fiber geometry

and which orientation angle could be combined to achieve a

better filtration performance for differentially sized particles,

which will be shown in Section 4.

2. CALCULATION CONDITIONS

In this article, the Lattice Boltzmann-cellular automata

(LB-CA) probabilistic model is used to simulate gas–solid

flows in filtration and four different types of noncircular fibers

are considered, including triangular (regular triangle) fiber,

quatrefoil fiber (formed by two orthogonal ellipses), trilobal

fiber (formed by three ellipses with a separation angle of 120

degrees from each other and with the same focus), and rectan-

gular fiber (Figure 1). The computational domain of the flow

field is a two-dimensional square, and a fiber is placed at the

center of the flow field. The grid resolution is 256 £ 256 for

the computational domain, which has been proved to be good

enough to obtain reliable flow fields. All the fibers have the

same packing density a (or volume fraction, which is the ratio

of the fibers’ cross-sectional area to that of the computational

domain for 2-D cases) and a is 4.95% in this article. In fact,

our previous simulation for the elliptical fibers proved that the

pressure drop ratio and capture efficiency ratio of an elliptical

fiber to circular fiber are almost independent of the packing

density within a wide range of 2%–15%. Particle-loaded sus-

pension flow enters from the left boundary and is perpendicu-

lar to the fiber’s principal axis. The upper and lower

boundaries are periodic, and the inlet velocity remains con-

stant: u(y) D U. The velocity gradient of the outlet boundary is

zero, i.e., @u=@xD @v=@xD 0. A non-equilibrium extrapolation

scheme is used in the LBM to address inlet and outlet bound-

ary conditions. When an error in the LBM simulation results,P
j;i j u�j;i ¡ uj;i j =Pj;i j u�j;i j is less than 10¡5, the flow field is

considered to have reached a stable state, where uj,i is the fluid

velocity of a node indexed by j in the y dimension and i in the

x dimension, and the asterisk indicates the value after a time

step.

It is worth noting that the Reynolds number Re is less than 1

for all cases, so the flow is regarded as an approximate Stokes

flow. When the flow field is stable, particles are allowed to be

injected into the flow field from the left side. The particle con-

centration at the inlet is kept constant, and the initial node of a

solid particle at the inlet is randomly determined. The initial

velocity of particles at the inlet is considered to be the same as

the fluid velocity. When one particle moves onto a fiber’s sur-

face, it will be captured by this fiber. In this article, we have

not considered the influence of captured particles on the flow

field, i.e., particles will disappear once they are captured by

fibers, and the shape of the particle collector does not change.

As is known, the mechanisms in the filtration process are

very complex, such as Brownian diffusion when a small parti-

cle’s random diffusion plays a dominant role, interception

caused by the fiber’s structure, and inertial impaction due to

the collision between particles and fiber. These three mecha-

nisms are discussed in this article. It is also well known that

the particle capture processes due to different mechanisms are

related to three dimensionless characteristic parameters,

respectively: the Peclet number Pe, Pe D Udf/D, for Brownian

diffusion-dominated filtration, where U is the average inlet

velocity, df is the fiber diameter, D is the Brownian diffusion

coefficient, D D kBT/(3pmdp), where kB is Boltzmann con-

stant, and T is the temperature of gas; the intercept coefficient

R D dp/df for interception; the Stokes number St, St D rpdp
2U/

(18mdf), for inertial impaction, where rp is the particle density.

It is noted here that the equivalent diameter df of noncircular

fiber is the diameter of circular fiber with the same volume

fraction (area fraction for 2-D cases).

In order to simulate the individual filtration process due to

various capture mechanisms, typical values of three character-

istic parameters are chosen as follows: Pe D 235 for Brownian

diffusion, R D 0.09375 for interception and St D 1.2 for iner-

tial impaction. Generally speaking, a fibrous filter has a higher

capture efficiency for large particles (generally larger than

10 mm with a large St number) due to inertial impaction and

small particles (generally less than 0.01 mm with a small Pe

number) due to Brownian diffusion. However, intermediate

particles (in the range of 0.1–1 mm, which are dominated by

the interception mechanism) are hardly captured by the fibers.

It is therefore interesting to pay more attention to the improve-

ment in capture efficiency of intermediate particles by regulat-

ing the fiber geometry and orientation angle of noncircular

fibers. In fact, when simulating cases of interception, the

Brownian motion and drag force are neglected and the par-

ticles are forced to move along the streamline. In such a situa-

tion, the only factor that influences filtration is the particle

FIG. 1. Noncircular fiber arrangement (left to right: rectangular, triangular, quatrefoil, trilobal, and elliptical).
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size. When simulating cases of inertial impaction, the Brow-

nian motion is also ignored.

It is noted that there is a certain period of rotation of a non-

circular fiber with n lobes (e.g., rectangular and elliptical fibers

with two lobes, triangular and trilobal fibers with three lobes,

quatrefoil fiber with four lobes) on account of its particular

symmetrical structure. Obviously, through simple observation,

the period of rotation is 180�/n for a noncircular fiber with n

lobes. Thus, the period of rotation for rectangular and elliptical

fibers (two-lobes fiber) is 180�/2 D 90�, 60�( D 180�/3) for tri-
angular and trilobal fibers, and 45�( D 180�/4) for quatrefoil
fibers.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

3.1. Triangular Fibers

As mentioned previously, three significant orientation

angles (0�, 30�, and 60�) within the range of the period of

rotation are investigated and the flow fields around the fibers

are shown in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 2, different orien-

tation angles have an obvious influence on the structure of

flow fields. Figure 3 shows the capture efficiency of triangu-

lar fibers with different orientation angles (Figure 3a) as well

as the ratios of the capture efficiency and pressure drop of

triangular fibers to those of circular fibers with the same

packing density (Figure 3b). In terms of the absolute capture

efficiency (Figure 3a), the interceptive capture efficiency is

lower than the diffusional and impaction capture efficiencies.

In addition, the capture efficiency of these diffusion-domi-

nated small particles is almost independent of the orientation

angle due to the randomness of Brownian diffusion. With

regard to the relative values of capture efficiency (Figure 3b),

the interceptive capture efficiency with an orientation angle

of 0� is higher than those of other angles, and the interceptive

efficiency of triangular fibers is 2.5–3 times that of circular

fibers. Factually, when the interception mechanism is domi-

nant, the Brownian diffusion of particles is relatively weak

while the effect of inertial impaction is also very small. In

such cases, the particle trajectories correspond to the fluid

streamlines in the entire flow field. When the distance

between one particle and the fiber is smaller than the particle

radius, the particle is captured. As a result, when the orienta-

tion angle is 0� (Figure 2a), the upstream zone of the fiber

has a broader windward area so that the particles would be

intercepted before their initial horizontal velocities change

dramatically. Although the orientation angle is between 30�

and 60� (Figures 2b and c), the fiber tends to be more stream-

lined and most particles escape from the two sides of it,

FIG. 2. Flow fields around triangular fibers with orientation angles of (a) 0�, (b) 30�, and (c) 60�.

FIG. 3. Capture efficiency of triangular fibers: (a) absolute value and (b) the ratios of capture efficiency and pressure drop of triangular fibers to those of circular

fibers with the same packing density.
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which is not conducive to particle capture. In addition, for

larger particles dominated by the inertial impaction mecha-

nism, the capture efficiency of the 0� orientation angle is also

the highest, whereas that of 60� is the lowest. It is worth not-

ing that the capture efficiencies of triangular fibers are not

always much higher than those of circular fibers with the

same packing density. For instance, the impaction efficiency

of the 60� orientation angle is slightly smaller than that of

circular fibers, which is also ascribed to much more stream-

lined geometry of the fiber with a 60� orientation angle. With

respect to the diffusional capture efficiency, which mainly

depends on the superficial area of the fiber (perimeter in 2-D

cases), the triangular fiber is leading by the narrowest of

margins.

As for the ratio of the pressure drop of triangular fibers to

those of circular fibers (dashed line in Figure 3b), we can find

that the pressure drop is greater with a 0� orientation angle; a

better streamlined shape, e.g., an orientation angle of 60�, can
reduce the fiber’s drag force and pressure drop.

3.2. Quatrefoil Fiber

One quatrefoil fiber is formed by two orthogonal elliptical

fibers. According to its symmetry properties, three orientation

angles (0�, 22.5�, and 45�) are considered here (Figure 4). In

addition, the shape of quatrefoil fiber is strongly affected by

the aspect ratio e (major-minor axis ratio) of component ellip-

ses. Therefore, we mainly simulate two sets of cases in which

the aspect ratio is 2:1 and 3:1, respectively. Figure 4 shows

the flow fields around quatrefoil fibers under three different

orientation angles when the aspect ratio is 3:1. Compared with

the flow fields around the triangular fibers above, the orienta-

tion angle has a much smaller influence on the disturbance of

flow fields due to its symmetrical features.

As before, the ratios of pressure drop (Figure 5a) and

capture efficiency (Figure 5b) are also investigated. When

the aspect ratio is bigger (i.e., the fiber is more slender),

the interception area is larger, resulting in a higher pres-

sure drop. However, the effect of the orientation angle on

the pressure drop ratio is insignificant. For a fixed aspect

ratio, the diffusional capture efficiency is independent of

the orientation angle. Nevertheless, as the aspect ratio

increases, the quatrefoil fiber has a much larger surface

area (perimeter in 2-D), which leads to a significant

increase in the diffusional capture efficiency (Figure 5b).

For interception-dominated and inertial-dominated par-

ticles, the capture efficiencies increase as the aspect ratio

increases because a bigger aspect ratio leads to a large

interception range for interception and impaction. In terms

of the inertial impaction mechanism, the key factor

FIG. 4. Flow fields around quatrefoil fibers with an aspect ratio of 3:1 and orientation angles of (a) 0�, (b) 22.5�, and (c) 45�.

FIG. 5. The ratios of pressure drop (a) and capture efficiency (b) of quatrefoil fibers to those of circular fibers.
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determining the capture efficiency is the windward area. As

shown in Figure 4, the windward area is greatest when the

orientation angle is 0�, with 22.5� second, and 45� as the

smallest. Therefore, the quatrefoil fiber with a 0� orienta-

tion angle has the highest impaction efficiency, followed

by the fiber with 22.5� and finally, with 45�. It is worth

noting that quatrefoil fibers exhibit very good promotion of

impaction efficiency, marginal promotion of diffusional

efficiency and unsatisfactory promotion of the inceptive

efficiency, especially with a negative effect at 45� when

compared with the triangular fiber.

3.3. Trilobal Fiber

One trilobal fiber is made up of three identical ellipses with

a separation angle of 120� from each other. For the sake of

convenience of the simulation, we assume that these three

ellipses have the same focus, which is the center of the trilobal

fiber. Based on this assumption, there is a specific analytic

expression for calculating the sectional area of a trilobal fiber

(Fotovatia et al. 2011). Here, we also consider the influence of

the aspect ratio (1.5:1 and 2:1) of the component ellipses and

the orientation angle on the filtration process. Figure 6 demon-

strates the flow fields when the aspect ratio is 2:1. The flow

fields around trilobal fibers with different orientation angles

(here 0�, 30�, and 60�) are similar to those around triangular

fibers because the two types of fibers have analogous symmet-

rical structures.

Figure 7 presents the ratios of the systematic pressure drop

and capture efficiency with different orientation angles and

different aspect ratios. The pressure drop is the lowest when

the orientation angle is 60�, which is ascribed to the more

streamlined shape of the trilobal fiber in this case. Obviously,

the variation in the pressure drop is similar to that of triangular

fibers.

With respect to the capture efficiency, the diffusional effi-

ciency of small particles is still independent of the orientation

angle. As far as the interception capture is considered, the cap-

ture efficiency with a 60� orientation angle is larger than those

of other angles. However, for high-inertia particles, the impac-

tion capture efficiency is largest when the orientation angle is

0� and smallest at 60�, which is similar to the triangular fibers.

Obviously, the capture efficiencies of all three capture mecha-

nisms increase with an increase in the aspect ratio. In addition,

it is worth emphasizing that when e D 1.5 and u D 30�, the
interceptive capture efficiency for intermediate particles of tri-

lobal fibers is lower than that of circular fibers with the same

packing density.

FIG. 6. Flow fields around trilobal fibers with an aspect ratio of 2:1 and orientation angles of (a) 0�, (b) 30�, and (c) 60�.

FIG. 7. The ratios of pressure drop (a) and capture efficiency (b) of trilobal fibers to those of circular fibers.
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3.4. Rectangular Fiber

Two typical aspect ratios (1:1 and 2:1) of rectangular fibers

are considered here and the orientation angles are 0�, 45�, and
90� (Figure 8 for the flow fields and fiber arrangements). The

ratios of pressure drop and capture efficiency are investigated

under the above conditions (Figure 9). In Figure 9a, when the

aspect ratio is 1:1 (i.e., square fiber), the pressure drop with a

45� orientation angle is slightly larger than at other angles. In

addition, the relative pressure drop for the square fiber is

slightly larger than 1. However, for the rectangular fibers with

a larger aspect ratio (such as 2:1 here), the pressure drop rap-

idly increases with the increase in the orientation angle. The

pressure drop at 0� is slightly smaller than that of circular fiber,

while the pressure drop at 90� is approximately 1.4 times that

of circular fiber.

As shown in Figure 9b, the diffusional capture efficiency

increases with the aspect ratio due to the increase in the super-

ficial area of fibers, and this is also validated by Inagaki et al.

(2001). Unlike other noncircular fibers, the capture efficiencies

of rectangular fibers are not always improved when the aspect

ratio is increased. For example, when the orientation angle is

0�, the interceptive and impaction capture efficiencies of rect-

angular fiber (2:1) are lower than those of square fibers. A sim-

ilar situation is only observed for the interceptive efficiency of

trilobal fiber with an orientation angle of 0�. Furthermore, it is

observed that when the orientation angle is 45�, the capture

efficiencies for different aspect ratios are very approximate.

3.5. Elliptical Fiber

The simulation results of the filtration of elliptical fibers are

not presented here. Readers could refer to our recent publica-

tion (Wang et al. 2014). Some conclusions are summarized

here for further comparison: (1) the pressure drop of elliptical

fibers increases with an increase in the orientation angle and

aspect ratio; (2) elliptical fibers have higher diffusional capture

efficiency than circular fibers with the same packing density

due to a larger surface area; (3) the diffusional capture effi-

ciency of elliptical fibers is almost proportional to the aspect

ratio while independent of the orientation angle; (4) the cap-

ture efficiency increases with the orientation angle when the

interception or inertial impaction mechanism is dominant; (5)

when the inertial impaction mechanism is dominant and the

larger the intercept parameter is, the faster the capture effi-

ciency increases with the orientation angle; (6) the capture

efficiency of elliptical fiber is almost higher than that of circu-

lar fiber for all three mechanisms when the orientation angle

of the elliptical fiber is larger than 30�, whereas the

FIG. 8. Flow fields around rectangular fibers with an aspect ratio of 2:1 and orientation angles of (a) 0�, (b) 45�, and (c) 90�.

FIG. 9. The ratios of pressure drop (a) and capture efficiency (b) of rectangular fibers to those of circular fibers.
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interceptive and impaction efficiencies are lower when the

major axis is more parallel to the incoming flow.

4. QUALITY FACTOR

A good fibrous filter should perform with a high capture

efficiency and a low pressure drop during the actual process of

operation. Podg�orski et al. (2006) and Wang and Pui (2009)

proposed the concept of a quality factor for measuring the fil-

tration performance and defined it as follows:

QFD h

.1¡a/ ¢ .2F=Re/ ¢ .ru20=2/
‚ [1]

where h is the capture efficiency, F is the dimensionless drag

force of unit length fiber, Re is the Reynolds number, a is the

packing density of the fiber (4.95% here), r is the fluid density,

and u0 is the inlet fluid velocity.

Figure 10 presents the quality factor of triangular fiber with

various orientation angles due to three capture mechanisms. It

demonstrates that the orientation angle has little effect on the

quality factor dominated by Brownian diffusion or intercep-

tion; the diffusional quality factor when u D 60� is slightly

larger because the pressure drop is lower in this situation; the

interceptive quality factor when u D 0� is also slightly larger

than those at other angles because the interceptive capture effi-

ciency is the highest when u D 0�; and with respect to impac-

tion-dominated cases, the quality factor when u D 0� is much

larger due to a higher impaction capture efficiency. Compared

with circular fibers, triangular fibers show advantages when

the interception mechanism is dominant and disadvantages

when capturing diffusion-dominated small particles, in terms

of the quality factor. However, for larger particles dominated

by the inertial impaction mechanism, the relative quality factor

depends on the orientation angle.

When considering quatrefoil/trilobal/rectangular fibers, we

should take the influence of both orientation angle (u) and

aspect ratio (e) into account. In order to investigate the effects

of more extensive parameters, we supplement the simulations

of larger aspect ratios, i.e., 4:1 for quatrefoil fiber, and 3:1 for

trilobal and rectangular fibers. Figure 11 demonstrates the

quality factor of quatrefoil fibers with various u and e under

different operating conditions. Several conclusions can be

drawn as follows. First, the quality factor decreases with the

increase of e, when Brownian diffusion is predominant. In

addition, the quality factor when u D 22.5� is slightly larger

than any other orientation angle for a certain e. Second, in gen-
eral, for the intermediate and high-inertia particles, the quality

factor when u D 0� is larger than other angles. This is because

the fiber’s windward area is larger when u D 0�, which leads

to a broader capture range and a higher filtration performance.

Third, the interceptive and impaction quality factors when u D
0� and e D 2 are maximized.

As for the trilobal fibers, the quality factor increases with

the decrease in the aspect ratio (1.5:1) for all capture mecha-

nisms (Figure 12) because the pressure drop is lower when e is
small. In terms of the particles dominated by diffusion or the

interception mechanism, it is beneficial to improve the quality

factors when u D 60� on account of the more streamlined

shape of trilobal fiber which leads to a smaller disturbance to

flow fields and a lower pressure drop but a higher interception

FIG. 10. The quality factor of triangular fibers together with circular fibers.

FIG. 11. The quality factor of quatrefoil fibers: (a) diffusion, (b) interception, and (c) inertial impaction.
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capture efficiency. However, when inertial impaction is pre-

dominant, the quality factor when u D 60� is minimized and

the quality factor for 0� is the largest for a certain e. From the

overall distribution of the trilobal fiber’s quality factor under

all conditions, the diffusional and interceptive quality factors

reach a maximum when e D 1.5 and u D 60�, as observed in

Figure 12. The quality factor reaches a maximum when e D 2

and u D 0� in terms of large particles (dominated by inertial

impaction).

Figure 13 presents the quality factor of rectangular fibers

under various arrangements. The quality factor due to Brow-

nian diffusion attains its maximum when u D 0� with a large

aspect ratio. It is easy to understand that the fiber’s superficial

area increases with an increase in e, namely for a more slender

fiber. In addition, the pressure drop reaches its minimum when

u D 0�. Both a more slender fiber and more parallel arrange-

ment to the incoming flow are conducive to the diffusional

quality factor. However, a larger u would lead to a greater rise

in the pressure drop, which significantly decreases the quality

factor. The interception filtration is similar to the diffusional

filtration, i.e., a small u (0�–45�) results in a high quality fac-

tor. However, for the inertial impaction filtration, the quality

factor is larger when u is approximately 45� on account of

mutual competition between the pressure drop and capture

efficiency. With the increase in the aspect ratio, the pressure

drop increases faster than the impaction capture efficiency

when u D 45�, which leads to a decrease in the quality factor.
At this point, to explore which fiber arrangement (shape,

orientation angle and aspect ratio) is conducive to a better

filtration performance is a significant issue. We list the

largest quality factor of all noncircular fibers (triangular,

quatrefoil, trilobal, rectangle, and elliptical) and circular

fiber dominated by three mechanisms in Figure 14. We

find that, for small particles dominated by Brownian diffu-

sion, the rectangular and elliptical fibers when e D 3 and

placed horizontally have the largest quality factor, whereas

the other fibers do not show much difference in the optimal

quality factor. In addition, for the intermediate and high-

inertia particles dominated by interception and inertial

impaction, respectively, the triangular fiber when u D 0�

has the largest quality factor though the difference is not

large for the impaction quality factors. Taken together, our

results show that triangular and rectangular fibers could be

adopted to improve the capture efficiency and quality fac-

tor of intermediate particles, which are difficult to capture

using regular circular fibers.

FIG. 12. The quality factor of trilobal fibers: (a) diffusion, (b) interception, and (c) inertial impaction.

FIG. 13. The quality factor of rectangular fibers: (a) diffusion, (b) interception, and (c) inertial impaction.
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5. CONCLUSION

In this article, the filtration processes of four types of noncir-

cular fibers (triangular, quatrefoil, trilobal and rectangular fibers)

with the same packing density as circular fibers are simulated by

our previously developed Lattice Boltzmann-cellular automation

(LB-CA) probabilistic model. Three main capture mechanisms

(Brownian diffusion, interception and inertial impaction) are

considered here. Meanwhile, two significant filtration perfor-

mance parameters, i.e., the pressure drop and the capture effi-

ciency, are quantitatively calculated for clean fibers during the

filtration process with various fiber arrangements (cross-section

shape, orientation angle, and aspect ratio). The relative pressure

drop and capture efficiencies compared with circular fibers are

also calculated. Then, the quality factor is chosen to characterize

the filtration performance. Through comparison and analysis,

several conclusions can be drawn as follows.

First, for small particles with strong Brownian diffusion, the

capture efficiency is almost independent of the orientation

angle of the fibers but is mainly dependent on the fiber’s sec-

tional area (perimeter in two-dimensional cases). In addition,

the diffusional capture efficiencies of four types of noncircular

fibers are all larger than that of circular fiber. Among these,

the elliptical fiber shows an advantage in capturing diffusion-

dominated particles. Second, when the interception mecha-

nism is predominant, there is not a general rule concerning

both the effects of u and e. However, a larger aspect ratio (for

quatrefoil, trilobal, and rectangular fibers) would generally

lead to a higher capture efficiency. Generally, the triangular

fiber demonstrates the highest interception capture efficiency

for intermediate particles. Third, in terms of high-inertia par-

ticles, the key factor to determine the capture efficiency is the

windward area, and a more streamlined shape will decrease

the efficiency significantly. Fourth, rectangular and elliptical

fibers placed horizontally have the highest quality factor due

to the diffusion mechanism, whereas for the intermediate and

high-inertia particles, the triangular fiber when u D 0� has the
highest quality factor. In conclusion, through the analysis of

the capture process of these noncircular fibers due to three cap-

ture mechanisms, the optimal configuration of fibers is

obtained, which can provide a theoretical basis for filter design

and arrangement optimization.
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